For safety of your children, read this instruction manual carefully
and use the baby carrier accordingly. After reading please keep
this instruction manual for future reference.
Please also attach this user guide in case the carrier is to be
transferred to others to use.

Before use

Before use

For your safety

Thank you for purchasing Ninna Nanna K-58 baby soft
carrier. This product is a general single-baby carrier designed
for carrying a baby during outdoor activities in face-in
cuddling position. Before use, please read "Naming of
components" and check out the parts accordingly.

Caution about safety

This product is suitable for a child who meets the
following conditions
(Body size and weight of babies may vary.)

Face-in cuddling position.
after neck muscle has
developed

The caution items mentioned here are about how to use the
product properly and safely so as to prevent any possible
injury to user and baby or any damage to the product.
Moreover, the caution items are categorized according to
the degree of injury and damage to the product and are
indicated as "Warning" and "Caution" respectively.
Caution and using conditions mentioned below are very
important. Please read and follow accordingly.

Until 38 months old
(15.0 kg)

This product should not be used for baby
whose neck muscle has yet to develop
or baby unable to sit
straight without
support. Otherwise,
unexpected injury
will be inflicted to
baby.

WARNING
Improper operation may directly cause death or severe damage.

Weight : Below 15.0 kg
Age reference : After baby can sit straight (until around
38 months old)
The waist size of user should not exceed 110cm.

CAUTION
Improper operation may cause injury or damage to the product.
Details of the caution item is written inside the frame.

Please make sure the shoulder belt buckle
and waist belt buckle are fixed. Otherwise,
there is a danger that baby may fall off the
carrier accidentally.

This sign indicates there is a warning or caution item.
This sign indicates there is a prohibited action.

Maintenance

Shoulder
belt buckle

About cleaning and daily maintenance
Use cold or warm water to wash the product, and flat
dry in shade area.
Use a damp cloth to wipe off the dirt.

CAUTION
Wash the product as soon as possible if exposed to baby's saliva,
of the exposed part may harden and cause discomfort to baby.

Waist belt
buckle

Points to note when washing
Do not wash the product together with other clothes or
soak in water for a long time, as the product may have
slight decolorization.
Do not use bleach or fluorescent brightener.
Use only hand wash. Do not put the product into washing
machine or drying machine to avoid damage to buckle
parts etc..
Do not use iron.
Washing labels

Material
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Outer part :

Inner part :

Belts :

Nylon 88%
Polyester 12%

Polyester 85%
Nylon 15%

Polyproprene Polyacetal

Buckles :

Please do not use the carrier
continuously for more than 2 hours,
or within 30 minutes
after breastfeeding.
Otherwise,
unexpected burden
will be inflicted to
baby.

WARNING
Please support the baby with one hand
while cradling to
prevent the baby
from accidentally
falling off.

Please make sure the baby sit properly

Please adjust the length of shoulder belt
such that the space between the user and
baby is not too
large. Otherwise,
there is a danger
that baby may fall
off the carrier
accidentally.

When the carrier is in use, please do not
run, jump, lean forward for more than 45
degree, or lean to
the side. Otherwise,
there is a danger
that baby may fall
off.

inside the carrier to
prevent the baby
from falling off
accidentally.

Please leave the hands of baby outside the
shoulder belt while
used. Otherwise,
there is a danger
that baby may fall
off the carrier
accidentally.

Please sit on a safe
place to seat or
unseat the baby to
avoid the baby
from falling off
accidentally.

Please make sure the holding belt is secured
while using.
Otherwise, there is
a danger that baby
may fall off the
carrier.
Holding

Please do not re-model the product.
Otherwise it may
become cause of
accidents.

belt

CAUTION
Please do not put hard or
edged things inside the
carrier pocket while in use.
Otherwise, unexpected
burden will be
inflicted to baby.

Please stop using the carrier
immediately in case of any pain or
discomfort.

Please do not use this product for
purposes other than cuddling a baby
to avoid
any damage
to the product.

In case of any damage of product
found, please stop using it to avoid
accidents.

Please do not leave the product
near fire or unattended outside.
Otherwise, the buckle or other fabric
parts may be deteriorated by heat
or rain, which may in turn cause
accidents while in use.
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Naming of components

Pulling out the seat surface
Open the seat surface storage zipper and pull out the seat surface.
Seat surface

Shoulder belt
When it is used for <Waist bag>, please adjust the
belt length in accordance with the waist size of user.

Seat surface
storage zipper

Shoulder pad

Holding
belt

Ladder
Length adjustment
snap

Shoulder
belt buckle

Loop

D-ring cover

Using as a bag.

D-ring (Inner)

The shoulder belt can be applied to use as a shoulder bag or
waist bag.

Used in Swing Stopper
System

Holding
belt
Holding
belt buckle

Pocket

<Shoulder bag>
Please use the shoulder belt buckle
and ladder to adjust the length of
shoulder belt.

<Waist bag>
Please use the shoulder belt buckle
and ladder to adjust the belt length in
accordance with the waist size of user.

Seat
surface

(2 pockets available)

Waist belt

Shoulder
belt

Waist belt buckle

The end of the belt can be stored inside
the space between the shoulder pad
and the belt.
Shoulder
pad
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Lengthening the belt

Shortening the belt
Raise the child with one hand such that the weight of baby will not add on the
belt. Then use another hand to pull out the end of the belt as shown in the
demonstrated direction.

Raise the bottom part of the shoulder belt buckle (or ladder) such that it becomes
perpendicular to the belt. Then use another hand to pull out the end of the belt as
shown in the
demonstrated direction.
Shoulder belt buckle

Preparation

Adjusting the length of shoulder belt

Ladder

New feature

Using the Swing Stopper System (patent pending)
WARNING
Please sit on a safe place to seat or unseat the baby to avoid
the baby from falling off accidentally.

1

2

• To unseat a sleeping baby quietly and smoothly.

1 Slide the D-ring cover downward.
2 Open the lid of D-ring
3 Use another hand to pass the shoulder
belt buckle through the D-ring.

3

Unseat the baby to a safe place.

Using another hand to unlock the shoulder
belt buckle while holding the baby.

Shoulder belt
buckle

Lid
D-ring
cover

Lengthen the shoulder
belt until the belt buckle
is stopped by the D-ring.

D-ring
D-ring

The swing stopper system is only applicable to right shoulder cradling.
(The baby can be unloaded provided that the space of unloading
area is extremely sufficient.)
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Cuddling in face-in position

Face-in cuddling position

1

Put on the shoulder belt as
illustrated.
(Beware not to over-tighten the
shoulder belt.)

2

Release the seat surface
storage zipper, pull out the seat
surface and fasten the waist
belt buckle as shown.

3

WARNING
Seat the baby into the carrier after sitting
on a safe place. Hold the loop and pull it
up such that the baby sits deep into the
carrier.

(After back muscle has developed ~ until
around 36 months old)
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Make sure to sit down before
seating the baby to avoid any
accidents that may happen
during the seating process.

Lift the pocket, release the supporting
belt buckle, and fasten it at the front
side after passing the belt below the
armpits of baby.
Pocket

Shoulder pad

D-ring cover
Support belt

WARNING
Make sure to apply the supporting belt. Otherwise the
baby may have chance to fall off during use.
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4

Tighten the shoulder belt to
prevent the baby from
accidentally falling off during use.

WARNING

WARNING
Cover the D-ring, and pull the shoulder pad to the
front to cover the shoulder belt buckle.
According to different body sizes, there are cases
that the shoulder pad is not covering the shoulder
part when it is set to cover the shoulder belt buckle.
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Pull the waist belt to make
sure it is secured before use.
Otherwise the baby may have
chance to fall off from the
carrier accidentally during use.

Hold the baby with a hand as shown,
and use the other hand to tighten the
shoulder belt end to adjust the length.
Make sure the baby's body is not leaning
against the shoulder belt which may
affect proper adjustment.

Adjust the length of the supporting belt to
fit the baby. A proper gap of around one
finger's width should be left.
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Tighten the shoulder belt to
prevent the baby from
accidentally falling off during use.

Unseating from face-in cuddling position
In case the shoulder belt buckle is
found touching at the baby or the
carrying person, release the carrier
at a safe place first and adjust the
ladder (that used to adjust the
shoulder belt length) which is located
at the opposite side of the shoulder
belt buckle.

WARNING
Make sure to sit down first before unseating the
baby to prevent the baby from accidentally
falling down during the process.

1

Hold the baby with one hand and
release the shoulder belt buckle
with another.

Lengthen the shoulder belt until the
shoulder belt buckle stops at the Dring.
(You may unseat the baby at this stage
if there is enough space to do so.)

Sit down on a safe place and
release the supporting belt buckle.

When the shoulder belt buckle
is too high and touching at the
shoulder
Pull on the shoulder belt end such
that the shoulder belt buckle
comes down to a proper position.
Use the ladder to adjust the
shoulder belt length.
When the shoulder belt buckle
is too low and touching at the
D-ring
(It may become difficult to unseat
the baby if the shoulder belt
buckle is too close to the D-ring.)
Release the shoulder belt end,
lift the shoulder belt buckle to a
proper position and use the ladder
to adjust the shoulder belt length.
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D-ring

WARNING
Make sure to hold the baby with one hand when
releasing the shoulder belt buckle to prevent
the baby from accidentally falling off during the
process.
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1 Lower the D-ring cover.
2 Lift the D-ring cap, and then
3 Use another hand to pass the
shoulder belt buckle through
the D-ring.

4

Unseat the baby in a safe place.

Cap
D-ring
cover

D-ring

Please contact local distributor for enquiries.
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